
REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM OF BEES 
 

At the beginning of the school year, the study of beekeeping that we undertook as part of our 
Project Work envisaged by the Pathways for Transversal Competences and for Orientation, directed 
us towards an in-depth study of apiculture 4.0. The information technologies supporting beekeeping 
techniques make it possible to retrieve and process useful data to obtain immediate information and 
allow adequate and efficient solutions. 
Given the importance of bees (Apis mellifera), as pollinators and as biomarkers, we decided to test 
ourselves at the design and realization of a remote control system of the hives that can help the 
beekeeper to have useful information to make the management of apiaries more efficient. 
To develop our project we asked for the collaboration of the company "L’Ape Regina" of San 
Sebastiano Curone, in the province of Alessandria. 
We designed and built a remote control system for a hive that was installed in a company apiary. 
Our electronic device for data detection consists of an Open Source microcontroller board, a load 
cell, two temperature and humidity sensors, a sensor for measuring the emission of CO2 and volatile 
organic compounds, a hotspot that transmits the collected data at regular intervals (every 15 
minutes) to a web page which stores them in a database searchable via the web 
(www.astroambiente.org/iobees/). 
We have also provided pages where the data, recorded in the form of time series, are represented 
by diagrams. 
The data collection station is powered by a lead-acid battery, kept charged by a solar panel through 
a charge controller, which also powers the designated hotspot through a USB output. 
The temperature, humidity and gas sensors were placed inside a hive; the load cell was placed under 
the hive, while the device, together with the battery, the hotspot, the charge controller, the voltage 
regulator and the remaining sensors (external temperature and humidity) were inserted into an 
empty adjacent hive; near this one, the solar panel was positioned facing south. 
The designed control system has managed to provide useful data since the first experiments and, 
starting from its final version, continues to send data that are published in real time on the 
designated platform. 
Knowing the values of the external and internal temperatures of the hive made it possible to 
monitor the health of  bees. 
We have been able to verify how the bees manage to maintain, near the glomere, temperatures 
higher than the environmental ones. This allows them to survive even in the coldest periods; in fact, 
temperatures of some degrees below zero for a few days can lead to the death of the family. 
The load cell finally detected, in the period monitored so far, a progressive decrease in the weight of 
the hive, due to the reduction of the family's emergency food supplies that the beekeeper 
periodically places in the upper part of the hive. 
During the months of honey production, however, the remote control of the weight of the hive will 
provide the beekeeper with the information necessary to intervene either with the placement of 
new honeycombs or with the collection of the honey itself. 
The main limitation in the first device we developed, which has been collecting data since the 
beginning of 2022, is the high energy consumption (due to the use of a constantly switched-on 
hotspot). This forced us to replace the 7.2Ah battery with an 80Ah battery.  
In addition to collecting anemometric data, the version we are now developing is based on a TTGO 
ESP32 card with an integrated SIM module, which enables a GSM connection to send data at regular 
intervals; during periods of inactivity the card is set into 'deep sleep' mode, resulting in considerable 
energy savings. As a result, it has been possible to use a small 7.2 Ah battery in the power supply 
circuit. 


